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1.You need to recommend a certificate for the Lync Server 2010 deployment that meets the company s 

remote user requirements. What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. Deploy a certificate from the internal CA to the external interface of the Edge Server. 

B. Deploy a certificate from the internal CA to the Mediation Servers. 

C. Deploy a certificate from a trusted third-party CA to the external interface of the Edge Server. 

D. Deploy a certificate from a trusted third-party CA to the Mediation Servers. 

Answer: C  

2.You need to recommend a Lync Server 2010 deployment solution that meets the company s availability 

requirements for the Detroit office. What should you recommend? 

A.  

Deploy an Enterprise Edition server and a PSTN gateway in the Seattle data centers. 

Deploy a Standard Edition server in the Detroit office. 

Assign the Standard Edition server as the primary registrar. Assign the Enterprise Edition server as the 

backup registrar. 

B.  

Deploy a Standard Edition server and a PSTN gateway in the Seattle data centers. 

Deploy a Survivable Branch Appliance (SBA) in the Detroit office. 

Assign the SBA as the primary registrar. Assign the Standard Edition server as the backup registrar. 

C.  

Deploy a Standard Edition server and a PSTN gateway in the Seattle data centers. 

Deploy a Survivable Branch Server in the Detroit office. 

Assign the Survivable Branch Server as the primary registrar. Assign the Standard Edition server as the 

backup registrar. 

D.  

Deploy a Standard Edition server and a PSTN gateway in the Detroit office. 

Deploy an Enterprise Edition server and a PSTN gateway in the Seattle data center. 

Assign the Standard Edition server as the primary registrar. Assign the Enterprise Edition server as the 

backup registrar. 

Answer: D  

3.You need to create a disaster recovery plan for the CMS that meets the company s availability 

requirements. What should you include in the plan? 

A. the export-CsConfiguration and import-CsConfiguration cmdlet 

B. the DbAnalyze too 

C. the Dbimpexp too 

D. the export-CsLisConfiguration and import-CsLisConfiguration cmdlet 

Answer: A  

4.You plan to integrate Lync Server 2010 and Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Unified Messaging (UM). 

You need to recommend which tasks must be performed to integrate Lync services and UM. What should 

you include in the recommendation? 

A. voice routes 

B. PSTN Usage records 
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C. Response Group agents 

D. UM dial plans 

Answer: D  

5.You plan to deploy an additional Edge Server. You need to recommend changes to the Lync Server 

infrastructure that meet the company s availability requirements for remote users. What should you 

include in the recommendation? 

A. hardware load balancin 

B. an additional Mediation Server and a PSTN gateway in each sit 

C. DNS load balancin 

D. a Director pool that contains two Director 

Answer: A   


